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 Shabbat Parshat Mishpatim-Sh'kalim - we
bench Rosh Chodesh Adar, which will be on THU & FRI, February 15,16. 
Two days because Sh'vat has 30 days in our fixed calendar. Adar has 29.
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The molad for Adar is on THU 15h 9m 3p (2:48pm Israel time) • dqw:`k 'd
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The actual (astronomical) molad (a.k.a. New Moon) WED 4:17am
First op for KL (Minhag Yerushalayim) - THU,Feb 15th, 11:05pm

PPexplanations on p.68-69
and on www.ttidbits.com
click on eitheer PPx linkParshaPPPPPiiiiixxxxx
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Candles Mishpatim-Sh'kalim (m) Havdala T' ruma

4:45 Yerushalayim / Maale Adumim 5:59 4:51 6:04

5:03 Aza area (Netivot, S'deirot, et al) 6:02 5:09 6:07

5:01 Beit Shemesh / RBS 6:00 5:07 6:05

5:00 Gush Etzion 5:59 5:06 6:05

5:01 Raanana / Tel Mond / Herzliya / Kfar Saba 6:00 5:07 6:06

5:01 Modi'in / Chashmona'im 6:00 5:07 6:05

5:01 Netanya 6:00 5:07 6:06

5:00 Be'er Sheva / Otniel 6:01 5:06 6:07

5:01 Rehovot 6:00 5:07 6:06

4:45 Petach Tikva 6:00 4:51 6:06

5:00 Ginot Shomron 5:59 5:06 6:05

4:49 Haifa / Zichron 5:59 4:56 6:05

4:59 Gush Shiloh 5:58 5:05 6:04

4:59 Tel Aviv / Giv'at Sh'muel 6:00 5:05 6:06

5:00 Giv'at Ze'ev 5:59 5:06 6:05

5:01 Chevron / Kiryat Arba 6:00 5:07 6:05

5:03 Ashkelon 6:02 5:09 6:07

5:01 Yad Binyamin 6:00 5:07 6:06

4:47 Tzfat / Bik'at HaYarden 5:56 4:53 6:02

Rabbeinu Tam (J'lem) - 6:38pm       Next week: 6:44pm
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 The Positives of Shabbat and Shabbat
We were first introduced to Shabbat at
the end of the Torah's account of
Creation. We next encountered it in the
Torah's account of the MAHN (manna)
that HaShem gave the people a month
or so out of Egypt. In that context, we
are taught the mitzva of T'chum
Shabbat, the Shabbat boundary.
It was in last week's sedra that we are
commanded both the positive mitzva
of sanctifying Shabbat as it enters
(Kiddush, in davening and with wine)
and as it exits (with Havdala, in daven-
ing and with wine, spices, and candle).
And, in the same parsha (Command-
ment #4), we find the few words which
are attached to a mountain of halachic
detail (ref. Mishna Chagiga 1:8) of the
prohibitions of Melacha on Shabbat. LO
TAASEH KOL M'LACHA...
So far, the Shabbat seems to be a huge
set of Don't do that and don't do this,
and a relatively small positive com-
ponent of ZACHOR.
Until we get to mid-Mishpatim (actu-
ally, at the 2/3 mark). There we find
23:12 - ...and on the seventh day you
shall rest...
This is NOT the source of taking a nap
on Shabbat. That we learn from the
pasuk in Yeshayahu (58:13) declaring
the Shabbat as ONEG, a day of delight.
What we learn from the pasuk in Mish-
patim is the mitzvat asei, the positive
command to abstain from melacha. 
Don't cook and abstain from cooking
sound the same. Don't write and
abstain from writing sound the same.
37 et ceteras. Actually, Don't sew is

straightforward. Abstain from sewing
(or sowing - they are both melachot)
seems an awkward way to say the same
thing. But there is a significant
difference - not just linguistic.
One of the differences between an ASEI
and a LO TAASEI which of two sides of
the same coin, is that not violating a
prohibition is generally motivated by
YIR'AT HASHEM, fear of G-d. I won't do
that because He told me not to. There is
also fear of punishment. 
Observing an ASEI is becoming
partners with HaShem and doing as He
asks because of AHAVAT HASHEM. See
Sedra Summary, middle of Chamishi for
more - especially, Dayan Grunfeld's
approach.
We find a similar set of mitzvot with
Sh'mita. In Parshat B'har, there are
several prohibitions concerning the
Sabbatical year. Don't do this and don't
do that.
But in Mishpatim (the pasuk right
before the Shabbat one we have been
discussing), we find And on the seventh
year you shall leave (your fields)
unattended and unharvested...
Prohibitions are set down in a stern
manner, including (sometimes) details
of the harsh punishments that come
from violation.
In the positive presentations of these
same mitzvot, we can feel G-d's arm, so
to speak, around our shoulders, and His
asking us to DO such and such, because
we are His people and He wants us to
derive positive lessons from our
observance, and appreciation for Him.
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Heartfelt condolences to
the children and family of

Mrs. Esther Zuroff
d"r

milyexie oeiv ila` x`y jeza mkz` mgpi mewnd

She will be fondly remembered by
countless friends and students

jexa dxkf idi

Mishpatim
18th of 54 sedras; 
6th of 11 in Sh'mot

Written on 185 lines in a Torah (31st)

33 parshiyot; 6 open and 27 closed
3rd most in the Torah; 2nd most S’tumot

118 p'sukim - ranks 22 (5th in Sh’mot)

1462 words - ranks 31 (7th in Sh’mot)

5313 letters - ranks 37 (8th in Sh’mot)

The noticeable drop in ranking from
p’sukim to words indicates short p’sukim;
in fact, Mishpatim’s p'sukim are among the
shortest in the Torah.

MISHPATIM has 53 mitzvot;
23 positive and 30 prohibitions.

Only 3 sedras have more mitzvot - 
Ki Teitzei (74), Emor (63), and R'ei (55).

Kedoshim follows Mishpatim with 51
mitzvot. And let's add Shoftim with 41,
since the next in line is down at 28.
Mishpatim has 8.65% of the Torah's
mitzvot (1.85% is average); 48% of the
mitzvot in Sh'mot. 

These top 6 mitzva-sedras account for 337
of the 613 mitzvot - that's 55% of the
Torah's mitzvot in 7½% of its sedras.

Let's go a bit further, stats-wise. 

8 more sedras have from 16 to 28 mitzvot,
a total of 148 mitzvot. 15 sedras have from
3-12 mitzvot each. Then there are 8 sedras
with one or two mitzvot in them. And 17
sedras have no mitzvot at all. That's 31½%
of the sedras. Mitzvot are not evenly
distributed throughout the Torah.

[P> X:Y (Z)] and [S> X:Y (Z)] indicate start
of a parsha p'tucha or s'tuma. X:Y is
Perek:Pasuk of the beginning of parsha; 
(Z) is the number of p'sukim in the parsha.

Numbers in [square brackets] are the
Mitzva-count of Sefer HaChinuch AND
Rambam’s Sefer HaMitzvot. A=ASEI; L=LAV
(prohibition). X:Y is the perek & pasuk from
which the mitzva comes.

Kohen - First Aliya 
19 p'sukim - 21:1-19
[P> 21:1 (6)] EVED IVRI, a Jewish male
indentured servant, works for 6 years
and goes free in the 7th year. He leaves
as he entered, i.e. if he had a wife and
children previously, they, of course,
leave with him. If, on the other hand,
his master had given him a SHIFCHA
K'NAANIT as a wife, she and any
children he fathered remain the
possessions of the master - they are
halachically not his wife or children.
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May the Torah learned here be p"rl

Andor Jack Birnbaum l"f
ield xra xi`ne rbiit oa awri mdxa`

on his 20th yahrzeit, hay d"k

An exemplary and dedicated man,
father, and grandfather

so sorely missed.
Robert & Sari (Birnbaum) Silber (Raanana)

Shmuel & Penina Silber (Rechelim)
Yitzy & Aviva Nagel (Ariel)

Bezalel Silber (Givat Shmuel)

If the EVED IVRI wants to remain in
his master's service, his ear is pierced
(a symbolic rebuke: "The ear that
heard at Sinai that we are G-d's
servants, should not want to be a
servant to a servant.") and now he
serves "forever" (until Yovel). The
details of EVED IVRI constitute a
positive mitzva [42, A232 21:1].

 Of all the topics to begin this
mitzva-filled sedra, we see a signifi-
cance in the Torah's choice of
SERVITUDE. This is part of the definition
of Belief in G-d, the first Command-
ment. G-d puts Himself in the context
of He Who freed us from slavery. We
should not be slaves anymore; and we
probably shouldn't have any. But at a
time when it was still practiced, we are
duty-bound to treat the EVED in the
manner commanded by the Torah, thus
reflecting our belief in G-d. In fact, the
Gemara says that he who acquires an
EVED (IVRI), it is as if he has acquired a
master. One blanket in cold weather -
the EVED gets it, not the "owner". No

humiliating treatment permitted. And
more.

As you can tell by the large number of
parshiyot, the many topics and mitzvot
are subdivided well in this sedra. This
indicates not only many mitzvot, but
many different types and categories of
mitzvot. The first parsha deals with
EVED IVRI, as explained, and is
introduced by the opening pasuk of
this entire mitzva-filled sedra - And
these are the laws that you shall place
before them...

[S> 21:7 (5)] A man can arrange for his
daughter to be "in service". She, the
AMA IVRIYA, does not have the same
rules as an EVED IVRI. Either her
master, master's son, or someone else,
takes her as a wife [43,A233 21:8] with
the full rights and respect accorded a
Jewish wife - NOT LESS [46, L262
21:10], or she is to be redeemed or
returned to her family [44, A234 21:8],
but she may not be sold to anyone else
[45, L261 21:8] or belittled or
disgraced.

The alternative to the above options is
to free her completely. (Apparently, the
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purpose of AMA IVRIYA is to help the
young girl improve her status in
society.)

It is interesting and important to note
that mitzva #46 includes giving ALL
wives (not just the former maid-
servant) their rights under Jewish Law.
This is an example (there are others) of
a mitzva whose context in the Written
Torah is narrow, but whose scope, as
taught to us by the Oral Torah, is much
broader. This is NOT a case of Rabbinic
extension of Torah Law, nor of Rabbinic
legislation. It is a DEFINITION of the
Torah's intent, as transmitted to us via
the Oral Law. Our Sages did both -
transmit G-d's law and legislate their
laws... and teach us which is which.

[S> 21:12 (2)] Murder is punishable by
beheading, known as HEREG or
SAYIF. This is an example of the
Torah's presenting both a warning -
LO TIRTZACH (from Yitro), Thou
shalt not murder, and a punishment -
He who strikes a man and he dies, he
shall be put to death.

At this point in Mishpatim, Rambam
counts the mitzva to execute by
strangulation he who is tried, con-
victed, and sentenced for a sin whose
punishment is strangulation [47, A227
21:12]. (It seems that this mitzva was
meant to link to 21:16 below, because
the punishment fits that context.)

Unintentional killers are provided with
a place (city) of refuge. 

[S> 21:14 (1)] Intentional murderers
who flee to a city of refuge are forcibly
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returned to stand judgment.

[S> 21:15 (1)] Striking one's parent (and
drawing blood) is a capital offense
[48,L319 21:15].

[S> 21:16 (1)] Kidnapping (prohibited
by LO TIGNOV, Commandment #8) is
a capital offense if the kidnapper sells
the victim into slavery. (Rashi explains
the seeming anomaly in the text.)

[S> 21:17 (1)] Cursing one's parent
(even after death) is a capital sin.

[S> 21:18 (2)] If one inflicts a non-fatal
injury upon another, he must pay full
compensation based on five factors:
damage, pain, insult, expenses, and lost
earning potential [49,A236 21:18].

Implied in this concluding portion of
the first Aliya is our Jewish and human
obligation and challenge to heal the
sick. This derives from the double
wording of V'RAPO Y'RAPEI. We do not
see G-d as the only Healer, so to speak.
Of course, everything depends upon
G-d, but He expects us, so to speak, to
do our share of the task of healing. He
supervises that, helps out, and takes
over when we've done all we can. (The
plain meaning of V'RAPO Y'RAPEI is that
part of the payment required of the one
who caused the injury is covering the
medical costs.)

Levi - Second Aliya 
21 p'sukim - 21:20-22:3
[S> 21:20 (2)] Next we have the com-
mand to the courts to carry out the
punishment for murder, viz. execution
by beheading [50, A226 21:20].

It is significant that the Torah "chose" as
the context for this mitzva, the
situation of one who beat his EVED
CANAANI to death. This is considered
an act of murder, in contrast to the
world's attitude and mistreatment of
slaves throughout history. In Jewish
law, one may not mistreat his slaves. On
the other hand, corporal punishment
which does not result in death or even
the loss of limb (or even a tooth), is
within the prerogative of the slave's
owner. (But even causing a tooth to fall
out is considered excessive and results
in the slave being freed.)

[S> 21:22 (4)] The Torah next elabo-
rates on the rules of personal injuries
requiring the guilty party to pay
compensatory damages. The famous
"an eye for an eye..." passage has
stimulated much slander against
Torah and Judaism by being construed
literally. Our Oral Law explains the
passage as requiring a thorough
evaluation by the court to determine



Mazal Tov to
Sara & Dr. Danny Berelowitz

and family
on the engagement of

Yoel Sterman
to

Daniella Vishnitzki
Mazal Tov to the Berelowitz,

Sterman and Vishnitzki families
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the proper amounts to be paid to the
injured party.

[S> 21:26 (2)] A few p'sukim back, the
Torah was discussing killing a slave or
just injuring him mildly. Here the
Torah teaches that if striking a slave
causes the loss of an eye... or even a
tooth, the slave must be freed.

[P> 21:28 (5)] The next passage of the
Torah deals with damages caused by
one's ox (all animals are included; the
Torah uses a practical example) [51,
A237 21:28]. We distinguish between
damages that can, and therefore must
be foreseen by the owner (for which he
is held completely responsible), as
opposed to an unexpected and unusual
action by the animal that causes
damage, for which the owner is held
only partially accountable.

An animal that kills a human, is to be
destroyed by stoning and its carcass
may not benefit anyone [52, L188
21:29].

[S> 21:33 (2)] The Torah then
discusses damages caused by a pit dug
in the ground and negligently left
uncovered [53, A238 21:33].

The Gemara enumerates various
categories of damages. Each case is to
be examined on its own merits, so that
the fairest treatment of the parties will
result. For example...

[S> 21:35 (2)] If an ox owned by one
person gores the ox of another person
and kills it, then the two owners share
the responsibility and each gets 50% of
the value of both the live ox and the
dead one. But if the ox that gored had
developed a reputation for violent
attacks, then its owner is held more
accountable. He gives his live ox to the
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In loving memory of
Dorothy Devorah
Sobel Glickler d"r
on her seventh yahrzeit,

26 Sh'vat

Dedicated by her daughter
Esther Glickler Chazon

other owner and takes the carcass of
the dead ox. It has value, but not as
much as a live ox.

[S> 21:37 (4)] Stealing an animal for
slaughter or sale is punished by
compensation of 4x (for a small
animal) or 5x (for a large animal) the
market value. This reflects the
seriousness of stealing another
person's livelihood.

If a thief is caught "red-handed" and is
killed by the home-owner, there are
certain circumstances for which the
killing would be justified, and other
cases where it would be considered
criminal homicide. 

This is the very sensitive passage that
deals with self-defense and pre-
emptive action to protect oneself. The
Torah presents both possibilities; it is a
Court (of 23) that would have to rule on
specific cases and perhaps provide us
with rough guidelines to distinguish
between cases. This is the Torah source
of "He who comes to kill you, beat him
to the draw and kill him first."
ebxede mkyd ,jbxdl `ad - This 'permis-
sion' to kill is conditional upon it being
the only way to save yourself. This is
part of what makes this issue so
sensitive. It is a "judgment call" on the
part of the person, and, literally, a
judgment call on the part of Beit Din.

A thief who voluntarily turns himself
in repays that which he stole. (In
certain cases where a false oath
compounded a theft, there can be an
added penalty of “one fifth - 25%

added to the principal.) If a thief is
caught, he pays double [54,A239 22:2],
or 4-5 times in the case of livestock
(that was sold or slaughtered).

A thief (male, not female) who cannot
make full restitution can be sold by the
court as an Eved Ivri in order to pay
off his debts.

Shlishi - Third Aliya 
23 p'sukim - 22:4-26
[S> 22:4 (1)] Compensation must be
made for damages caused by one's
animal's grazing on someone's
property [55,A240 22:4].

[S> 22:5 (1)] So too, if damages result
from a fire that one carelessly caused,
he must pay damages [56,A241 22:5].

[S> 22:6 (4)] Next, the Torah presents
the responsibilities of guardianship -
when one is watching that which
belongs to someone else without being
paid for the service, then the guardian
is responsible if something happens to
that which he is watching, only if he
was negligent in his guardianship.



Mazal Tov to
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Properly carrying out the laws of the
SHOMEIR CHINAM is a positive
mitzva [57,A242 22:6].

[S> 22:9 (4)] There are differences in
the rules in the case that the guardian
is being paid for his services. E.g.
paying someone to house-sit while one
is on vacation. Because the guardian is
being compensated, he is held respon-
sible for some situations besides his
own negligence. These rules also
constitute a mitzva [59,A243 22:9].
Included in the rules for SHOMEIR
SACHAR are the rules for renting and
leasing (SOCHEIR). 

The courts are charged [58,A246 22:8]
with careful handling all of these types
of cases.
[P> 22:13 (2)] The 4th "guardian" is the
borrower who is responsible for all
losses except the death of a work
animal in the normal course of work
[60,A244 22:13] (and by extension, the
ruin of an object from "normal wear &
tear").

[S> 22:15 (2)] A man who seduces an
unmarried woman is required to pay
punitive damages to her &/or her
father. And he must marry her, if she
insists [61,A220 22:15].

mailto:Lenny@LDevents.com


Gratitude to HaShem on the
occasion of the birth of

our Granddaughter
Lillian Leah

daughter of Vivien & Ryan Rakover
May she grow in the ways

of Mitzvot, Torah and
Love of Hashem

Loving Grandparents
Yoram & Marlene Rakover

Hillel & Gila Goldman
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[S> 22:17 (2)] Sorcery is a capital
offense, and it is forbidden for the
courts not to judge and execute its
practitioners [62, L310 22:17]. 

Bestiality is a capital offense.

[S> 22:19 (8)] Sacrificing to a god
other than HaShem is condemned (to
death). 

A convert to Judaism must not be
embarrassed or taken advantage of
with words [63,L252 22:20] or in
money matters [64, L253 22:20].
These rules vis-à-vis the Ger are in
addition to the "regular" prohibitions
of embarrassing and taking advantage
of any Jew. Thus the Torah sensitizes
us to the plight of the more vulnerable
members of our society. The Torah
also spells this out vis-à-vis the orphan
and widow [65,L256 22:21].

With so many different parshiyot to
handle so many different mitzvot,
notice that the requirements of
sensitive behavior towards the con-
vert, widow and orphan shares a parsha
with sacrificing to idolatry. One can
imagine G-d saying to us, be very
careful, I take this as seriously as that.
Mistreat a GER? That to Me is as serious
as if you mistreated Me, so to speak.

[P> 22:24 (3)] It is a mitzva to lend
money to a poor person [66,A197
22:24] and not demand repayment
when none is reasonably forthcoming
[67,L234 22:24]. Included in this
passage is the prohibition of charging
interest on personal loans or having

any part in such a loan [68,L237
22:20]. 

If one took a poor person's bedding as
security for a loan, it must be returned
each evening for his use. This is but
one of the many lesson's in the Torah
in G'milut Chasadim.

R'vi'i - Fourth Aliya 
9 p'sukim - 22:27-23:5
[S> 22:27 (4)] Do not curse judges [69,
L315 22:27] nor The Judge (the
prohibition of blasphemy) [70, L60
22:27], nor may we curse our leaders
[71, L316 22:27].

Do not withhold the gifts of the
produce - T'ruma, Maaser, etc. - nor
confuse the order in which these gifts
should be taken from produce [72,
L154 22:28].

Firstborn sons are to "be given to G-d"
(i.e. redeemed, with Pidyon HaBen).
Firstborn cows, goats, and sheep are
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sanctified and require special proce-
dures.

The Torah here briefly mentions the
prohibition of taking an animal for a
korban from its mother before it is
eight days old. Such a korban would be
automatically invalid, as a M'CHUSAR
Z'MAN, deficient in time.

TREIFA, literally is an animal torn up
by a predator and left to die, is
forbidden to eat (even if the animal
was killed by proper sh'chita), but
other benefits may be derived from it.
Included in the laws of TREIFA are
animals found, upon post-mortem
examination, to have specific defects
[73,L181 22:30]. Note that the term
TREIF is also used for all non-kosher,
but its specific meaning is as above.

[S> 23:1 (3)] Courts many not hear one
side of a dispute without the other
party being present [74, L281 23:1].
This prohibition includes not being
influenced by rumors. Judges may not
accept testimony from unworthy
witnesses [75, L286 23:1]. A majority
of one is not sufficient to convict in
capital or corporal cases [76, L282
23:2]. In their deliberations, judges
must be careful not to do anything that
might pervert justice or unfairly shift
the feelings of the court against the
accused [77, L283 23:2]. Generally,
rules of law are determined by
majority vote of the judges [78, A175
23:2]. Judges may not show favor-
itism, even towards the poor [79,L277
23:3].

 A judge's heart might go out to
a poor person who stands before him
in a dispute with a wealthy man. Would
it not be an act of kindness, of Chesed,
to see to it that the poor person wins
the dispute? NO! Not at the expense of
justice. A judge wants to give charity?
Fine. He wants to convince the rich guy
to help the poor guy out? Nice. But
justice must be fairly meted out. Every
bent case shakes the whole society's
confidence in the justice system.

[S> 23:4 (1)] If one finds a stray
animal, he shall return it to its rightful
owner (even if it involves personal
expense). This command is related to
Lost & Found whose "main" place is in
Parshat Ki Teitzei.

[S> 23:5 (1)] One must help even his
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enemy unload his beast of burden [80,
A202 23:5]. This mitzva is one of
several that are considered the sources
of the concept of avoiding Tzaar Baalei
Chayim.

 Sefer HaChinuch says that if this
mitzva applies to a donkey, how much
more so does it apply to humans. If one
sees a fellow loaded down with
bundles, it is a Torah mitzva to help him
with them. And what might follow from
that idea is that when someone offers
to help you with packages, don't
immediately say "No thank you, I got it."
It is a nice thing to be gracious and
accept the help - good for you and a
merit for the one offering.

BTW, when someone does a mitzva
that is also helpful to you, it is proper to
say THANK YOU and TIZKEH L'MITZ-
VOT (not just the latter). Thank you
addresses the BEIN ADAM L'CHAVEIRO
aspect of what was done, and Tizkeh
L'Mitzvot relates to BEIN ADAM
LAMAKOM.

Chamishi 5th Aliya 
14 p'sukim - 23:6-19
[S> 23:6 (14)] One must not pervert
justice even by slanting a case against
a wicked person [81, L278 23:6]. Keep
far away from falsehood and be
careful not to build a case on circum-
stantial evidence and supposition [82,
L290 23:7]. Do not take bribes, even if
they won't affect the outcome of a
case [83,L274 23:8]. Do not oppress a
stranger (convert?); this is a lesson of

the Egyptian experience. One's fields
are to be worked for six years and
rested during the seventh, so that the
poor and even the wildlife will be able
to enjoy the land [84,A134 23:11]. One
must abstain from all manner of Mela-
cha on Shabbat [85, A154 23:12].

This mitzva is the positive counterpart
of the prohibition of melacha on
Shabbat from Commandment #4. It
gives a positive spin to the restrictions
of Shabbat. As Dayan Grunfeld z"l puts
it (in The Sabbath), we lay at the feet of
G-d in homage to Him the Creator, the
various gifts and skills He gives us for
our workaday week. This partially
explains the significance of the distinc-
tion between “abstain from” and “do
not do”.
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Generally, the main motivation for not
violating a prohibition is FEAR. Fear of
G-d, fear of heaven (as it is often called),
fear of sin, fear of punishment. The
main motivation of doing a positive
mitzva is AHAVA, Love of G-d, Love of
Torah, etc. We tremble at the thought
of the seriousness of Chilul Shabbat.
The punishment is very severe. But we
also delight in obeying G-d when He
asks (commands) us to abstain from the
creative activities with which He
endowed us. It is this positive mitzva of
"resting on Shabbat" that gives
meaning to the concept of SHAMOR,
keep & preserve Shabbat.

Swearing in the name of (and some-
times even just mentioning) a deity is
forbidden [96,L14 23:13]. In the spirit
of this mitzva, one should avoid
popular interjections whose origins are
associated with other religions - Gee!,
Holy cow! etc.

Inciting others to idolatry (even
without worshiping) is forbidden [87,
L15 23:13]. Chagiga offerings in the
Mikdash are to be brought on each of
the Three Festivals [88, A52 23:14].
Matzot are to be eaten during the 7
days of Pesach. It marks the Spring
season during which we left Egypt. We
must not appear empty-handed at the
Beit HaMikdash (but bring specific
Festival korbanot). Shavuot is the
Festival of the First Harvest and
Sukkot marks the final harvest at "the
turn of the year". We are to go to

http://www.real-estate-jerusalem.co.il
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Jerusalem for the Three Festivals.
Korban Pesach may not be brought
while we are in possession of Chametz
[89,L115 23:18] nor may its fats be left
over for the morning [90, L116 23:18].
Bikurim are to be brought to the
Mikdash from Shavuot time and on
[91,A125 23:19]; it is forbidden to cook
meat with milk [92, L186 23:19]. 

This is the first of 3 times that the Torah
commands LO T'VASHEIL. Rambam,
Chinuch, and others consider this first
time to be the prohibition of cooking
meat in milk, regardless of who does or
doesn't eat or benefit from it. The act of
cooking itself is a Torah violation. The
second time is considered the prohibi-
tion of eating mixtures of milk and
meat that have been cooked. The 3rd
occurrence teaches us that the
prohibition of eating includes all other
benefits from the forbidden mixture.

Shishi - Sixth Aliya 
6 p'sukim - 23:20-25
[P> 23:20 (6)] G-d will send an angel (a
prophet?) to lead and protect the
People upon our entrance into the
Promised Land. We must heed his
words so that our enemies will fall
before us. We may not bow to idols,
nor worship them, nor learn from the
deeds of pagans; we must destroy their
idols. We must serve G-d and He will
bless us with wealth and health.

Sh'VII Seventh Aliya
26 p'sukim - 23:26-24:18
[S> 23:26 (8)] G-d promises that we
will live full satisfying lives and that
our enemies will panic before us and
will be driven out of the Land - not
quickly, but slowly, so that the People
of Israel may properly populate the
Land.

 Wait a minute! Miracles, laws of
nature turned upside down. Plagues.
Splitting of the Sea. Manna. Water from
this and that. MA PITOM (what all of a
sudden!) that we will only take over the
Land of Israel slowly? What about a
couple of miracles to handle the
problems? The answer is that miracles
are nice, but we don't live by them. We
get them when we need them. The
purpose of going (coming) to Eretz
Yisrael is to live a Torah life in the place
it was made for; we have to do it
naturally. This is the difference between
the suspended animation experience of
the Midbar and the down to earth,
practical life in Eretz Yisrael. Flashy
miracles give way to G-d's nature. The
experience in the Midbar is like a baby's
experience in the womb. Coming to
Eretz Yisrael is like the birth of the
Nation. 

We may not make treaties with the 7
Nations nor with other idolaters [93,
L48 23:32], nor shall we permit
idolaters a foothold in the Land [94,
L51 23:33], so that we will not be
entrapped by them.

continued on page 58
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In Parshat Mishpatim, Moshe is invited by
Hashem to ascend Har Sinai in order to learn
the Torah in its entirety. Having received
this summons, and prior to his ascent, Moshe
built an altar at the foot of the mount. He
sent for "the youths of the Children of
Israel" who brought the various offerings
that were to be sacrificed to Hashem. 

Of interest is that, following the reading of
the Brit (The Book of the Covenant) and the
people's acquiescence to keeping the laws
within it - "Na'aseh" ('We shall do') - Moshe
sprinkled half the blood on the altar and the
other half on the people. The narrative tells
us that the blood (like the red seal on a
contract) symbolized the Brit between the
people and Hashem; it indicated to the
people that the laws they were receiving
are the expression of G-d's will (Sh'mot
23:4). And now Bnei Yisrael were demon-
strating their commitment to abide by their
side of the transaction.

The "splitting" of the blood reminds us of
the Brit that Hashem made with Avraham,
the Brit Bein Habetarim (The Covenant of
the Pieces), whereby fire passed between
the two sides of a slaughtered animal,
signifying that if the covenant was broken
by either side, "fire" awaited the trans-
gressor. Notably, following the Ramban,
Moshe called upon the youth (who symbol-
ize "innocence") to be involved in preparing
the sacrifices. Perhaps, more so, the "youths
of the Children of Israel" remind us that both
the promises to Avraham and the laws of
our sacred Torah are to be studied, internal-
ized, and fulfilled for all time by us and our
progeny - in our generation and in all future
generations to come. 

mailto:mpersoff@ouisrael.org
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The Power of Empathy
William Ury, founder of the Harvard
Program of Negotiation, tells a
marvellous story in one of his books.  A
young American, living in Japan to
study aikido, was sitting one afternoon
in a train in the suburbs of Tokyo. The
carriage was half empty. There were
some mothers with children, and
elderly people going shopping.

Then at one of the stations, the doors
opened, and a man staggered into the
carriage, shouting, drunk, dirty, and
aggressive. He started cursing the
people, and lunged at a woman
holding a baby. The blow hit her and
sent her into the lap of an elderly
couple. They jumped up and ran to the
other end of the carriage. This angered
the drunk, who went after them,
grabbing a metal pole and trying to
wrench it out of its socket. It was a
dangerous situation, and the young
student readied himself for a fight.

Before he could do so, however, a

small, elderly man in his seventies,
dressed in a kimono, shouted "Hey" to
the drunk in a friendly manner. "Come
here and talk to me." The drunk came
over, as if in a trance. "Why should I talk
to you?" he said. "What have you been
drinking?" asked the old man. "Sake",
he said, "and it's none of your business!"

"Oh that's wonderful", said the old man.
"You see, I love sake too. Every night,
me and my wife (she's 76, you know),
we warm up a little bottle of sake and
take it out into the garden and we sit
on an old wooden bench. We watch the
sun go down, and we look to see how
our persimmon tree is doing. My
great-grandfather planted that tree …"

As he continued talking, gradually the
drunk's face began to soften and his
fists slowly unclenched. "Yes", he said, "I
love persimmons too." "And I'm sure",
said the old man, smiling, "you have a
wonderful wife."
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"No," replied the drunk. "My wife died."
Gently, he began to sob. "I don't got no
wife. I don't got no home. I don't got no
job. I'm so ashamed of myself." Tears
rolled down his cheeks.

As the train arrived at the student's
stop and he was leaving the train, he
heard the old man sighing sympathet-
ically, "My, my. This is a difficult
predicament indeed. Sit down here and
tell me about it." In the last glimpse he
saw of them, the drunk was sitting with
his head in the old man's lap. The man
was softly stroking his hair.

What he had sought to achieve by
muscle, the old man had achieved with
kind words.

A story like this illustrates the power of
empathy, of seeing the world through
someone else's eyes, entering into their
feelings, and of acting in such a way as
to let them know that they are
understood, that they are heard, that
they matter. 

If there is one command above all
others that speaks of the power and
significance of empathy it is the line in
today's parsha: "You shall not oppress a
stranger, for you know the heart of a
stranger: you were strangers in the land
of Egypt" (Sh'mot 23: 9).

Why this command? The need for
empathy surely extends way beyond
strangers. It applies to marriage

partners, parents and children, neigh-
bors, colleagues at work and so on.
Empathy is essential to human
interaction generally. Why then invoke
it specifically about strangers?

The answer is that "empathy is
strongest in groups where people
identify with each other: family, friends,
clubs, gangs, religions or races." The
corollary to this is that the stronger the
bond within the group, the sharper the
suspicion and fear of those outside the
group. It is easy to "love your neighbor
as yourself." It is very hard indeed to
love, or even feel empathy for, a
stranger. As primatologist Frans de
Waal puts it:

We've evolved to hate our enemies, to
ignore people we barely know, and to
distrust anybody who doesn't look like
us. Even if we are largely cooperative
within our communities, we become
almost a different animal in our
treatment of strangers. 

Fear of the one-not-like-us is capable of
disabling the empathy response. That is
why this specific command is so
life-changing. Not only does it tell us to
empathize with the stranger because

http://www.jonathanpollard.org
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you know what it feels like to be in his
or her place. It even hints that this was
part of the purpose of the Israelites'
exile in Egypt in the first place. It is as if
God had said, your sufferings have
taught you something of immense
importance. You have been oppressed;
therefore come to the rescue of the
oppressed, whoever they are. You have
suffered; therefore you shall become
the people who are there to offer help
when others are suffering.

And so it has proved to be. There were
Jews helping Gandhi in his struggle for
Indian independence; Martin Luther
King in his efforts for civil rights for
African Americans; Nelson Mandela in
his campaign to end apartheid in South
Africa. An Israeli medical team is usually
one of the first to arrive whenever and
wherever there is a natural disaster
today. The religious response to
suffering is to use it to enter into the
mindset of others who suffer. That is
why I found so often that it was the
Holocaust survivors in our community
who identified most strongly with the
victims of ethnic war in Bosnia, Rwanda,
Kosovo and Darfur.

I have argued, in Not in God's Name,
that empathy is structured into the way
the Torah tells certain stories - about

Hagar and Yishmael when they are sent
away into the desert, about Eisav when
he enters his father's presence to
receive his blessing only to find that
Yaakov has taken it, and about Leah's
feelings when she realizes that Yaakov
loves Rachel more. These stories force
us into recognizing the humanity of the
other, the seemingly unloved, uncho-
sen, rejected. 

Indeed, it may be that this is why the
Torah tells us these stories in the first
place. The Torah is essentially a book of
law. Why then contain narrative at all?
Because law without empathy equals
justice without compassion. Rashi tells
us that "Originally God planned to
create the world through the attribute
of justice but saw that it could not
survive on that basis alone. Therefore
he prefaced it with the attribute of
compassion, joined with that of justice."
That is how God acts and how He wants
us to act. Narrative is the most powerful
way in which we enter imaginatively
into the inner world of other people. 

Empathy is not a lightweight, touchy-
feely, add-on extra to the moral life. It is
an essential element in conflict resolu-
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tion. People who have suffered pain
often respond by inflicting pain on
others. The result is violence, some-
times emotional, sometimes physical,
at times directed against individuals, at
others, against whole groups. The only
genuine, non-violent alternative is to
enter into the pain of the other in such
a way as to ensure that the other knows
that he, she or they have been
understood, their humanity recognized
and their dignity affirmed.

Not everyone can do what the elderly
Japanese man did, and certainly not
everyone should try disarming a
potentially dangerous individual that
way. But active empathy is life-
changing, not only for you but for the
people with whom you interact. Instead
of responding with anger to someone
else's anger, try to understand where
the anger might be coming from. In
general, if you seek to change anyone's
behavior, you have to enter into their
mindset, see the world through their
eyes and try to feel what they are
feeling, and then say the word or do
the deed that speaks to their emotions,
not yours. It's not easy. Very few people
do this. Those who do, change the
world. ;

mailto:benlevine10@gmail.com
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From the Abravanel Jacob Solomon

Following the Ten Commandments,
this Parsha opens the details of G-d's
laws applying to human relation-
ships with:

These are the ordinances that you
shall put before them. If you buy a
Hebrew slave, he shall work for
you for six years. And in the
seventh year, he will go free (21:1-2).

Rashi explains asher TASIM LIFNEI-
HEM - "that you shall put before
them", to mean that the code of law
should not be taught parrot-fashion
as something to be memorized, but
conveyed in such a way that is easily
understood by all, as "a ready-laid
table with food fully-prepared to
eat". 

Many commentators ask why the
Torah has to open the detailed laws
following the Ten Commandments
with the unpalatable notion of
slavery. Indeed, elsewhere the Torah
appears to frown on that practice:
"For the Israelites are My servants"
(Vayikra 25:55): G-d's servants only,
not the "servants of servants". 

The Ohr HaChayim places slavery in
the context of helping a fellow-
Israelite. Slavery was a way that the
totally destitute might be given a
livelihood (Vayikra 25:39), and that a
convicted thief without means could
pay for what he stole (22:2). By the
Torah's opening this section with the
Hebrew slave rather than the Gentile
slave, it is implying that he should be
bought in preference to a gentile.

The Ramban sees the laws of slavery
as a flow from the Ten Command-
ments. He explains that the freedom
of Hebrew servants after six years is a
reminder of Israel's own freedom
from Egyptian slavery, linking with
the First Commandment: "who
brought you out of Egypt, from the
place of slavery" (20:2). In addition,
the slave's going free in the seventh
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year is a reminder of the seventh day
of Creation, linking with the Fourth
Commandment that recalls G-d
creating the universe in six days, and
His resting on the seventh. 

Like the Ramban, Abravanel links
slavery with the opening of the first
five commandments. He explains
that as the servitude in Egypt did
come to an end, the servitude of one
Hebrew to another must likewise
come to an end. But Abravanel also
connects slavery with the opening of
the second five commandments: "Do
not murder" (20:13). He views such a
perpetual servitude and the impossi-
bility of ever regaining freedom as
taking away a person's life. It
"extinguishes that person's light".
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They can indeed "turn off that
persons' light".

In support, Abravanel cites the
behavior of some Jews at the end of
the First Temple period. When they
re-enslaved those freed after six
years, Yirmiyahu warned that they
would effectively be punished
measure for measure. As they
inflicted permanent slavery, they
would die from starvation, from
disease, and in battle:

"So says G-d. As you did not listen
to me to proclaim freedom [for the
slaves]… I declare you to be free…
[to the ravages of] the sword, to
pestilence, and to famine. I will
make you an object of revulsion
for all the kingdoms of the earth"
(Yirmiyahu 34:17).

A person can be physically alive, but
condemned to live in a reality of
darkness, despair, and hopelessness
for more commonplace reasons than
permanent slavery. "The tongue has
the power of life and death" (Mishlei
18:21). Insidious words that are
directed to wound, to spread gossip,
and to slander can remain deeply
hurtful and socially destructive with
socially-excluding effects that, as
permanent slavery, can indeed be
life-long… They can indeed "turn off
that persons' light". n

Shabbat - G-d's Day
to ReJEWvinate

by Rabbi Ephraim Sprecher
Dean of Students, Diaspora Yeshiva

Parshat Mishpatim repeats the Mitzva
of Shabbat which was already stated
in the Ten Commandments. "Six days
you shall do your work, but on the
seventh day, you shall rest..." (Sh'mot
23:12).

In the division of the Torah into
chapters and verses, the account of
Shabbat in the Creation story, in
B'reishit, comes at the beginning of
Chapter 2. The Abarbanel informs us,
that this division of the Bible into
different chapters, is NOT of Jewish
origin. These chapter divisions were

http://www.rabbisholomgold.com
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invented by the Medieval Christian
Bible printers. We use them for
convenience only.

By beginning a new chapter with the
Shabbat, the significance of Shabbat
as the climax and end product of
Creation is undermined. Shabbat is
the culmination of the entire Creation
process, and the verses dealing with it
at the beginning of B'reishit 2 should
in reality conclude Chapter 1. Because
the Shabbat "rest" was NOT some-
thing totally passive, just the absence
of work. Shabbat rest was rather itself
a proactive act. As Rashi says, "On
the completion of the sixth day, the
world still lacked rest, by making the
Seventh Day a Day of Rest, G-d
completed His Creation." Thus the
verse states, "He finished and
completed His work on the Seventh
Day" (B'reishit 2:2).

Of the Mitzva of Shabbat the Torah
says, "In six days G-d made Heaven
and Earth, and on the Seventh Day He
ceased from work, and was refreshed"
(Sh'mot 31:17). The Hebrew word
VAYINAFASH "He was refreshed",
is connected to the noun NEFESH,
which means a soul.

What does the Torah mean, "that G-d
was refreshed" and "that He rested"?
Yishayahu in 40:28 states, "Do you
not know… that G-d does NOT get
tired or weary?" So why does G-d
need to "rest" and be "refreshed"? It is
only for our benefit! If G-d would not

have set the example by creating the
concept of rest, by resting Himself,
we could NOT experience the sweet,
peaceful, rest, relaxation, and re-JEW-
vination of the wonderful Shabbat.

On the Seventh Day, G-d experienced
His Soul (as it were) and the function
of Shabbat is to allow us to experience
and appreciate our soul as well. Thus,
the Talmud states that on Shabbat we
receive an "additional" soul, which is
an extra bonus of G-d's Holy
Presence.

Therefore, throughout our long and
bitter exile, the Jew lived from
Shabbat to Shabbat. When I was
growing up in Brooklyn, there was a
popular bumper sticker which read,
"Hang in there, Shabbat is coming!"
As the popular saying goes, "More
than the Jew keep Shabbat, Shabbat
keeps the Jew". u
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MISHPATIM

The Many
Lessons of 'Half'
I was never very good at math. It
all goes back to the fourth grade. I
came down with a case of some
ordinary childhood disease, prob-
ably chicken pox, at just the time
that Mrs. Levine was teaching the
class about the concept of
percentages. I must've missed
about a week of school, and when
I returned to class, it seemed as if
everyone was speaking Greek.
Phrases like "50%" and "75%" and
"a half" and "three-quarters" cut
the air, and I simply did not know
what these strange words meant.
Mrs. Levine probably tried to catch
me up with the rest of the class,
but all I remember are feelings of
frustration.

It was my rebbe, the man who
taught us religious studies in the
mornings, who came to the
rescue. He realized that I was
beginning to think of myself as
dumb, and he was concerned
about my damaged self-esteem.

"You are far from the first person

to be puzzled by percentages", he
said comfortingly. "Moshe Rabei-
nu, also had his difficulties with
math, and it was the Master of the
Universe Himself, the Ribono shel
Olam, who helped him out."

As a mere fourth-grader, I was in
no position to question the good
Rabbi, and I was ashamed to ask
him where he found a biblical
allusion to Moshe's incompetency
in mathematics. But he soon filled
in the gap.

"This week", he told me, "we do
not only read the Torah portion of
Mishpatim (Sh'mot 21:1-24:18).
This Shabbat is special because it
is the last one before the month of
Adar. It is Shabbat Sh'kalim. We
will read a short additional
passage, Sh'mot 30:11-16, in
which we will learn how Moshe
was instructed to ask each Jew to
donate a half-shekel toward the
maintenance of the Mishkan. This
donation was required throughout
the history of the Holy Temple in
Jerusalem. The funds were
collected during the month of
Adar. Now that the Temple has
been destroyed, we commemorate
the collection of the half-shekel by
reading about it in the Torah on
the last Sabbath before Adar." 

I told him that I remembered
learning all about this mitzva last
year but failed to see any evidence
of Moshe's mathematical handicap
in that passage.
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It was then that he shared with me
the fascinating anecdote originat-
ing in the Midrash Tanchuma, and
quoted in abbreviated form by
Rashi in his remarks on verse 13.
As an outstanding pedagogue, my
Rebbe did not read the quotation
to me verbatim, but elaborated
upon it in a way he knew I would
find interesting and relevant to my
personal quandary.
"Moshe had great difficulty with
this commandment. There was
something about the half-shekel
that he simply couldn't understand.
We do not know precisely what he
found so puzzling. But we are told
that the Almighty sympathized with
Moshe and vividly demonstrated
what the half-shekel was to look
like by miraculously making a coin
of fire appear in the heavens. So,
you are not the only one who finds
the concept of 'half' challenging.
Moshe too needed a help with it."
The rebbe's attempt at restoring
my self-esteem was quite helpful. I
did not get a visual demonstration
from the Almighty, but I did get the
courage to approach Mrs. Levine
and asked her for an afterschool
tutorial.
Ever since this little episode, which
happened more years ago than I
care to mention, I have sought out
explanations of the significance of
the half. Why were we not required
to give a whole shekel, a complete
coin, as our contribution? Was it
simply because that would have
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Parsha Points to Ponder
by Rabbi Dov Lipman

Mishpatim
B Why does the Torah use a
double language of MOT YUMAT
when commanding the execution
of a murderer (21:12)? 

C Why does the Torah say that the
flesh from an animal that has been
torn apart should be thrown
specifically to a dog (22:30)?

D Why does Moshe tell the Jewish
people AND YOU WILL WORSHIP
THE LORD YOUR G-D using the
plural (VA'AVADTEM), but then say
HE WILL BLESS YOUR BREAD AND
YOUR WATER AND REMOVE
ILLNESS FROM YOUR MIDST using
the singular LACHM'CHA and MEI-
MECHA (23:25)?

Rabbi Lipman  is an educator, author, 
and community activist in Bet Shemesh.

He was a member of the 19th Knesset

ddlipman@gmail.com
The suggested answers are elsewhere

Ponder the questions first, then see further

been too great of an expense to
require of each individual? I
somehow don't think so. 
And so, over the years, I have
amassed a collection of dozens of
explanations on the symbolic
meaning of half a coin. I can't
possibly share them all with you,
dear reader, in this brief column.
I'll give you some samples instead.
One explanation, which makes for
excellent sermonic material, is that
none of us is a complete entity. No
one is spiritually self-sufficient. We
are all only half of the picture, and
we all need each other. Hence, we
contribute only half a shekel, to
impress upon ourselves that we
can't go it alone but need another
person in order to be complete.
Another approach is based upon
that famous saying of Rabbi
Tarfon, in Pirkei Avot. "It is not
incumbent upon you to complete
the task, but nevertheless you are
not permitted to exempt yourself
from it entirely." Being required to
only give half a shekel drives
home the point that total comple-
tion of the task is not expected of
us. All we can each do is try our
best and do our share.
Yet another approach is advanced

by one of the classics of Jewish
mysticism. The Zohar emphasizes

mailto:ddlipman@gmail.com
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that this world is a diminished one,
in which there are broken vessels
which need to be restored. We live
in an imperfect world, and its
imperfection is symbolized by
being a broken shekel.

I encourage each of you to use the
opportunity of this week's supple-
mental Torah reading to meditate
upon either the mundane half-
shekel or the celestial fiery coin. I
am quite certain that you will
creatively find symbolic meanings
of your own. And, if you wish, feel
free to send them to me at
execthw@ou.org. If any of your
suggestions are really on the mark
I will share them with the rest of
my readership in a future Person
in the Parsha column. 

mailto:execthw@ou.org.


CHESED FUND
Your generous donations to our Chesed Fund
will help us help over 40 needy individuals and

families who turn to us for help.
Please make checks payable to the
"Chesed Fund" and send them to

Israel Center Chesed Fund
att. Menachem Persoff

POB 37015 / Jerusalem 91370
or leave them at the front desk
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ttRIDDLES
Prizes for TTriddle solutions

World of Jewish Music

Malchei Yisrael 5
 Jerusalem

02-538-8474

Rabbi Akiva 88, Bnei Braq • 03-579-9580

Previous (B'shalach) TTriddles:

[1] FPTL:  -1+2 x 6 x 2 (MALEI)

In honor of Y(JJ)S - Back in TT 1256, the
FPTL TTriddle was 12x5+6, which used
the numbers of the TT issue number to
form a mathematical expression - that
one equalling 66. In Hebrew, SHISHIM
VASHEISH, the gimatriya of which was
1256, same numbers we started with.
Back then, we said if we find another
FPTL TTriddle like that one, we'd call it a
boomerang or yo-yo TTriddle. Maybe.
Not happy with the name, but we had
another one last issue.

-1 + 2 x 6 x 2 (malei). In the order of
operations, multiplication goes before
addition. So we start with 2 x 6 x 2,
which is 24. Then we add -1 and 24 and
get 23. In Hebrew, ESRIM V'SHALOSH.
We had to write MALEI because this
TTriddle won't work unless we spell
SHALOSH with a VAV, SHIN-LAMED-
VAV-SHIN. The gimatriya of '23' is 70+
300+200+10+40 (620) + 6+300+30+6+
300 (642) = 1262. 

There are 24 occurrences of V'SHALOSH
in Tanach without a VAV after the
LAMED, and only 5 times with the VAV.
For the word SHALOSH, the score is 109
without VAV and 25 with.

As to the word SH'LOSHA, which is the
masculine form, we did not relate to it
because numbers alone (without the
objects that they count) are presented
in the feminine form. But just in case
anyone's curious. SH'LOSHA without a
VAV occurs 96 times in Tanach and with
a VAV, only 9 times.

As far as 23s in Tanach go, ESRIM
V'SHALOSH without the VAV refers to
the number of years that TOLA BEN
PUAH BEN DODO, the 7th SHOFEIT
(Judge) of Israel served. Also, how
many years Yeho'ash had served when
something happened. And the age of
Yeho-achaz when he became king. The
ESRIM V'SHALOSH with a VAV - the one
that produced this TTriddle, refers to
the number of cities in Gilad that went
to Yair. Three and twenty occurs twice
in the book of Yirmiyahu (without the
extra VAV) and one 3&20, again for Yo-
achaz (with the VAV).

Apologies for this long-winded report
on the 23 TTriddle. We got carried away
with searches, so at least we can share
the results with those TTreaders that
might find them of interest.
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To rah Tidbits distributio n is
a vo luntary, peo ple-based
effo rt... The fo llo wing co m-
munities are in need o f assistance:

Giv'at Sh'muel • Tel Aviv
Zichron Yaakov • Raanana

If yo u can help, even o ne week, please
call To ni at 05 05 -772-111. Thank yo u.

[2] 7 upper lollipops; 2 lower ones

The Torah note T'LISHA, both GADOL
and KATAN, looks like a lollipop or a
magnifying glass. In the Aseret Ha-
Dibrot of Yitro, with TAAMEI HA-ELYON
- the upper notes, there are 7 T'LISHAs.
In TAAMEI HATACHTON, the lower
notes, there are only two.

[3] 1P/5p • 1P/1p • 1P/4p • 1P/1p •
4P/1p • 2P/1p

Uppercase P stands for PARSHA; lower-
case p stands for pasuk. The Aseret
HaDibrot consists of 1 parsha of 5
p'sukim (the first two Dibrot), 1 parsha
of 1 pasuk (#3), 1 parsha with 4 p'sukim
for the Shabbat commandment, 1
parsha of 1 pasuk - Honoring parents, 4
parshiyot in one pasuk (commands 6-9)
and a 2-parsha pasuk for #10. 

[4] The whole nation, the whole
mountain, and who earlier?

The word VAYECHERAD, and he (it)
trembled - occurs three times in the
Torah. In the portion describing the
Sinai Experience, it is the People and
the Mountain that are described thusly.
Earlier in the Torah, Yitzchak Avinu
trembled greatly when Eisav came back
from the hunt to get the bracha he was
promised - the bracha that Yitzchak
had already given to Yaakov. \
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Mishpatim

Writing the Torah
Towards the end of this week’s sidra,
God tells Moshe to come up upon the
mountain to receive the Torah and
commandments which He had
written (Sh'mot 24:12).

So when was the Torah written? In
advance? After the event?

Maimonides (in the introduction to
his commentary on the Mishna)
thinks it was at the end of the 40
years in the wilderness.

Nachmanides thinks Moshe wrote the
first section (from Creation up to the
building of the Mishkan) when he
came down from Mount Sinai and
finished the Torah at the end of the
40 years.

What about the idea in our verse that
God had already written the Torah?

Nachmanides suggests that what God
was talking about was the Ten
Commandments.

S'forno says God had written the
whole Torah but decided to delay
giving it to Moshe and the Israelites
because of the sin of the Golden Calf.

Rashi has a compromise view, that in
truth God was talking about the Ten
Commandments but He had actually
already written the whole Torah since

all the 613 mitzvot are linked up to
and implicit in the ten principles of
the Decalogue.

A fascinating interpretation is given
by the Meshech Chochmah of Rav
Me’ir Simchah of Dvinsk. His idea is
that in a spiritual sense the Torah was
already written on the hearts of all
the people of Israel.

Rabbi Apple served for 32 years as the chief minister
of the Great Synagogue, Sydney, Australia's oldest
and most prestigious congregation. He was
Australia's highest profile rabbi and held many public
roles. He is now retired and lives in Jerusalem. Rabbi
Apple is president of the RCA Israel Region. He blogs
at www.oztorah.com

http://www.oztorah.com
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Jerusalem Purim: Friday, 15 Adar • March 2nd

Join us for a catered Seuda - 10:15am - including
Wine, Fun, Friends & Food - Costumes encouraged

Note: The OU Israel Center's Shacharit is 8:00am; Megila not before 9:00am 

PURIM SEUDA for active single olim 60-75
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SCHEDULE NOTES SUNDAY • '` mei MONDAY • 'a mei

4 Mishpatim - Sh'kalim
February 10th - 3:45pm

Rabbi Yaakov Moshe Poupko

In the Ganchrow
Beit Midrash...

10:00am
Rabbi Jeff Bienenfeld

Bava Kama - 3rd perek
This shiur is in tribute to
Rabbi Fred Hollander z"l

Sun thru Thu • 11:15am
RCA DAF YOMI

Rotating Magidei Shiur
The Daf Yomi shiur

is in tribute to Rabbi
Yitzchak Botwinick z"l

9:00am
Rabbi David Walk

T'hilim - Divine Poetry

10:00am • see p.39
Mrs. Sylvie Schatz

11:10pm
Rabbi Yitzchak Breitowitz
Wisdom for Life - Mishlei

12:00 noon
Rabbi Chaim Eisen

KUZARI

2:00pm
Rabbi Ephraim Sprecher
Matan Torah - Religious
Coercion or Persuasion

see also rabbisprecher.com

9:15am
Mrs. Pearl Borow

Book(let) of YONA

9:30am
Mommy & Me with Jackie
054-533-9305 • correjackie@gmail .com

10:00am
Rabbi Poupko's

Parsha Perspective

10:30am
Rabbi A Goldscheider

on Rav Kook

11:30am (050-415-3239)
Get Fit While You Sit

with Sura Faecher

2:00pm

Su/M/W/Th • 4:30pm
Rabbi Hillel Ruvel

Gemara Shiur

Please note:
Regular shiurim:
25NIS members

30NIS non-mem • 5NIS Life
One-time shiurim and

mini-series 25NIS members
and Life Members

30NIS for non-members
unless otherwise indicated

Discounted zeiqihxk
(punch cards) available at
the front desk and valid

for all shiurim and classes
(as are Courtesy Cards)

7:30pm
In Perfect Harmony

Musical Performances
for women only

see page 33

8:00pm • no charge
Rabbi Mordechai Machlis

The Book of Shmuel

See

page 60-61
for Video Schedule

and more
programs

at the
OU Israel Center

Rebbitzen Pearl Borow
Women in Tanach

3:00pm
Phil Chernofsky

Mishna, Mitzvot & more

3:00pm
Music with Jackie for children

4:15pm
Rabbi Zev Leff

Pirkei Avot
5:20pm

Pri-Hadash Writing Workshop
Ruth: 02 6287359;  Judy: 054-569-0410

7:30pm
Dorot OU Intergenerational Choir

Directed by Hadassah Jacob
call Sara - 560 9104

mailto:correjackie@gmail.com
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TUESDAY • 'b mei WEDNESDAY • 'c mei THURSDAY • 'd mei

9:00am
Rabbi Yitzchak

Breitowitz
Minchat Chinuch

The Study of Mitzvot

9:15am
Mrs. Shira Smiles
Torah Tapestries

10:30am
Mrs. Shprintzee Rappaport
Ramchal's Derech HaShem

10:30am
Parshat HaShavua by
Rabbi Sholom Gold

11:30am T'hilim Group (women)

Rabbi Aaron Ziegler
in winter recess

9:00am
Rabbi Aharon Adler

Rendevous of
Torah & Science

10:15am
Rabbi Anthony Manning
Halachic & Hashkafic Issue
in Contemporary Society

11:30am - Welcome Back
Rabbi Ian Pear

NEW SERIES

2:00 & 3:00pm
Rebbetzin Pearl Borow

The Transmission of
Torah via Pirkei Avot

Chumash with M'forshim

8:45am - 12:45pm
Rosh Chodesh Adar
Women's Learning

Seminar
see page 41

9:00am
Rabbi Ari Kahn

Parshat HaShavua

resumes Feb 22
Dr. Avivah

Gottlieb Zornberg
Insights into the Parsha

10:10am
Rabbi Baruch Taub

Thursday the Rabbi gave his Drasha

11:30am - see p.39
Rabbi Shai Finkelstein

Unlocking the Messages in Chazal

12:15pm
Rabbi Nachman Winkler

History is HIS Story

1:45pm
Dr. Deborah Polster

The Downfall of
Jewish Spain

3:00pm
Knitting Club with Verna

7:00pm
Rabbi Shmuel Herschler
Rambam: Philosopher & Codifier

Resumes Feb 20th
Dr. Avivah

Gottlieb Zornberg
Insights into the Parsha

7:30pm
Rabbi Chaim Eisen

The Meaning and Mission of
the Chosen People: Chosen

from - or - for Whom?

Resumes Feb 21st
Rabbi Yonatan Kolatch

Topics in Parshanut

Request:

If possible, please
pay for OU Israel
Center programs

with exact change

It will help speed
things up

2:15pm
Rabbi Shmuel Herschler

Book of Melachim

2:30pm
Rabbi Ephraim Sprecher

Current events in the
weekly haftara & parsha

Thank you to Yehuda Lave for
helping to make the shiur a reality

8:00pm
Rabbi Avrum Kowalsky

Topics in Sho-f'tim
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SUNDAY MORNINGS
10:00 o'clock
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from the virtual desk of the
OU VEBBE REBBE
T he Orthodox  Union -  via  i t s websi te  -  f ie lds quest ions of  a l l  t ypes in the  areas of  Kashrut , J ew ish  Law and
V a lues. Som e of  them  are  answered by Ere tz  Hem da, the  Inst i tute  f or A dvanced J ew ish Studies, J e rusa l em ,
headed by R av Yose f  Carm e l  and R av M oshe Ehrenre ich, f ounded by HaR av Shaul  Y israe l i  z t " l , to prepare
rabbanim  and dayanim  to serve  the  Nat iona l  R e l igious com m uni ty in  Israe l  and abroad. A sk the  R abbi  i s a
joint  venture  of  the  OU , Yerusha layim  Network, Ere tz  Hem da... and OU  Israe l ' s T orah T idbi ts.

Leaving Money for Tzedaka in a Will

Question: How much could or
should one leave in a will for tzedaka
before dividing the rest among the
children? 

Answer: First, realize that there is
absolutely no requirement to leave
anything in a will for tzedaka. The
obligation to give tzedaka applies
during and throughout one's lifetime.
When one dies (may it be at 120), he is
exempt from it like other mitzvot and
does not have to make provisions
before his death. It becomes the
inheritors' obligation to give tzedaka
from the money they inherit (Tzedaka
uMishpat 5:4).  

The question the poskim deal with is
whether it is permitted to leave money
for tzedaka. Chazal frowned upon (at
least; perhaps, forbade!) giving money
slated for his inheritors to others or
giving the share of one inheritor to
another (Bava Batra 133b). This is
called avurei achsanta (=av-ach). This
is even if there is a logical reason, e.g.,
one child is more "deserving" than
another (ibid.). This certainly applies
when it is done or takes effect at the
end of his life, when the laws of
inheritance were to apply. The gemara

(Ketubot 53a) says that one who gives
an exaggerated dowry for his daughter
is considered av-ach. This indicates
that giving at least an amount of
money that is appropriate to serve as
an inheritance can be considered
av-ach even during his lifetime. 

The gemara in Bava Batra (ibid.)
indicates that giving money as a mitzva
(e.g., hekdesh) can still be forbidden as
av-ach. It is thus hard to know where
to draw the line. Could it be prohibited
to give a nice present to anyone,
including tzedaka (beyond the recom-
mended amount)?! On the one hand,
the gemara (Ketubot 50a) says that
one may not give more than 20% of his
property/earnings to tzedaka. How-
ever, the reason is concern that he
might need the money, not because it
deprives his inheritors, and it is
permitted to give it "after he dies" and
thus will not be needing the money
(Ketubot 67b).We will present some of
the distinctions raised to reconcile the
sources.

Several poskim posit that if one leaves
significant amounts of money for his
inheritors, then he can give major
tzedaka donations (see Pitchei
Teshuva, Choshen Mishpat 282:1;
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054-216-0087 • brothersmovingisrael@gmail.com

Yabia Omer VIII:9). In fact, the gemara
(ibid.) tells that Mar Ukva donated half
of his assets to tzedaka soon before his
death, after declaring it is prudent
considering his insufficient merits (he
was an Amora!!) for his judgment in
Heaven. Some claim that since Mar
Ukva was wealthy, his inheritors were
anyway well provided for (see Pitchei
Choshen, Yerusha 4:(9)). 

Let us move to the related question of
when it is appropriate to leave money
to tzedaka. The Chatam Sofer (CM 151)
discussed one who was dying without
children and wanted to leave huge
amounts of money to tzedaka. He
posits that while it is problematic to
give to others (even tzedaka) so that
his inheritor not receive much, there is
justification to give to tzedaka if he
feels, especially without the merit of
leaving children, that he is need of the
merit of tzedaka.

One should consider a few more
things. Often one's children are very
worthy recipients of all of the
inheritance money by virtue of their
needs (which can verge on tzedaka)
and the good things they can do with it
(e.g., pay day school tuition, afford to
live in a religious neighborhood). Not
only may tzedaka be given to the needy
in the family, but they have precedence
(Shulchan Aruch, Yoreh Deah 251:3).
Also consider that while when the
money one earned and saved through
hard work goes to tzedaka, it is a
significant posthumous merit, leaving
it in a will is not the full mitzva of

tzedaka (Tzedaka uMishpat 1:(7)). After
all, a major part of the mitzva is to give
to others rather than spend on oneself.
Here, giving away to others money
slated for one's children, when he
cannot use it himself, does not have
the full effect. Fortunate is one who
can trust his children to use an
appropriate amount of the money they
inherit for tzedaka and mitzvot. One
can seek the right balance for his
situation with the help of a sensitive
rav who knows the family. 

Rav Daniel Mann, Eretz Hemdah Institute
Questions? email info@eretzhemdah.org

Having a dispute?
For a Din Torah in English or Hebrew

contact 'Eretz Hemdah - Gazit' Rabbinical
Court: 077-215-8-215 • fax: (02) 537-9626

beitdin@eretzhemdah.org

mailto:brothersmovingisrael@gmail.com
mailto:info@eretzhemdah.org
mailto:beitdin@eretzhemdah.org
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by Rabbi Chanan Morrison
website: ravkooktorah.org

Following the
Majority Opinion

Adapted from Ein Eyah vol. II, p. 176
on Berachot 37a

A story about Rabbi Akiva, when the
famed second-century Talmudic sage
was a young scholar...

Rabban Gamliel, the head of the
Sanhedrin, hosted a gathering of
scholars in the town of Yericho. The
guests were served dates, and Rabban
Gamliel honored Rabbi Akiva with
reciting the bracha achrona, the
blessing after eating. However, Rabban
Gamliel and the other sages disagreed
about which blessing should be said
after eating dates. The young scholar
quickly made the blessing - in
accordance with the opinion of the
other rabbis.

“Akiva!” exclaimed Rabban Gamliel.
“When will you stop butting your head
into Halachic disagreements?”

“Our master”, Rabbi Akiva replied
calmly, “it is true that you and your
colleagues disagree in this matter. But
did you not teach us that the law is
decided according to the majority
opinion?”

In fact, it is hard to understand Rabban
Gamliel’s criticism. What did he expect

Rabbi Akiva to do? Why was he upset?

Two Methods to Resolve Disputes

When resolving legal disputes, there
are two methods a scholar may use to
decide which opinion should be
accepted as law.

The first way is to conduct an extensive
analysis of the subject. We examine the
issue at hand, weighing the reasoning
and supporting proofs for each view,
until we can determine which opinion
is the most logical.

However, if we are unable to
objectively decide which opinion is
more substan- tiated, we fall back on
the second method. Instead of the
truth, we look for consensus. We follow
the majority opinion, not because it is
more logical or well-reasoned, but out
of the need to establish a normative
position and avoid disagreement and
conflict. If we seek consensus and
peace, the most widely held opinion is
the preferred one.

The Sanhedrin president was critical of
Rabbi Akiva because he thought the
young scholar had the audacity to
decide which opinion was the correct
one. Therefore he castigated him,
“When will you stop butting your head
into these legal disagreements?” In
other words, where did you get the
idea that you could use your head -
your own powers of logic and
reasoning - to decide issues that are
beyond your expertise and knowledge?

Rabbi Akiva responded that he had not
presumptuously tried to decide which
opinion is the correct one. Rather, he



www.gabairealestate.com
FOR SALE

OLD KATAMON BORDER RECHAVIA - 115m,
4 rooms, renovated, undefloor heating and a/c, 
3 exposures and views from all sides. Exit to
garden. Very rare. Asking 4,350,000NIS

RECHAVIA, ALCHARIZI - MUST SELL!
Ground floor, 130m with exit to garden in use,
space for succah, needs renovation

TALBIYEH, Jabotinsky PRIVATE LAND -
renovated 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, large
living/dining room area, central a/c and heat.
Street parking. Asking 4,200,000NIS

EFRAT, Matityahu HaKohen - 77m, 2 bedrooms,
2 bathrooms, newly built. Gorgeous views from 
2 balconies. Parking, American windows and
central a/c and heat. Asking 1,290,000NIS

ZAYIT, Efrat - A spectacular semi-attached
family house! Approx. 470m, large living areas,
terrific eat-in kitchen, great backyard for the kids
to run around in, a separate rental unit and office,
spacious American-style bedrooms, insulation.
exceptional layout, Most pop. new neighborhood
in Efrat 

SHA’AREI CHESED/NACH. ACHIM – RARE 
- private semi attached house of 260m, on a 260m
lot, beautifully reconstructed, 5 bedrooms, 4 full
baths, private roof with additional building rights,
huge garden, separate entrance for added unit,
short walk to KKL St, Wolfson, Mahane Yehuda

FOR RENT

RECHAVIA, Efodi - New on the market. 70m
garden apartment, 3 rooms with an exit to a yard.
Immediate entrance. Asking 5500NIS/month

GERMAN COLONY, HAMELITZ 
- Off of Emek Refaim, 3 rooms, 1st floor,
immediate occupancy. Asking 6200NIS/month

                                    
Yaniv Gabbay                         Elia Gabai
052-614-1442                    052-862-9208
yaniv@gabairealestate.com • eliagabai@gmail.com
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had simply applied the second method
of resolving a legal dispute: deciding
the issue by consensus, according to
the majority opinion. 

Ed. note: For the interested reader, I'd like to
share the Mishna that relates to the above story.

Brachot 6:8 states: One who eats figs, grapes, and
pomegranates (or dates), says after them the full
Birkat HaMazon (referred to as Shalosh B'rachot
in the Mishna) - this is the opinion of Rabban
Gamliel. And the Sages say, the Al HaEitz bracha
(referred to as One b'racha abridged from the
Three). Rabbi Akiva says, even if he only had
boiled vegetables, but that is his meal, he benches
Birkat HaMazon after it.

The halacha is like the Sages. On a bread-based
meal - Birkat HaMazon. On mezonot foods, wine,
and fruit of the Seven Species - B'racha
Acharona. For other foods - Borei Nefashot.

http://www.gabairealestate.com
mailto:yaniv@gabairealestate.com
mailto:eliagabai@gmail.com
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Teachings of the Maharal

The Virtues of
Inviting Guests

Netiv Gemilut Chasadim 4:148 - The
Torah relates that Avraham planted
a terebinth in Beersheva, on which
the Gemara says Rabbi Nechemia
and Rabbi Yehuda disagreed - one
said it was an orchard and one said
it was an inn [Sota 10a]. Orchard is
fitting as it is planted with all sorts
of fruit trees. But what does
"planting" have to do with inn? It is
written, "He will yita [pitch, plant] the
tents of his palace and he called in
the name of Hashem, God of the
world" [Daniyel 11:45]. Resh Lakish
comments that Avraham had his
visitors call out Hashem's name.
How? After they ate and drank, they
stood to thank him. He said to them,
"Did you eat food that belonged to
me? You ate the food of the God of
the world. Thank him and bless the
One who spoke and the world was
created." Avraham, paragon of
lovingkindness, pitched his tent, his
inn, to bring Hashem to the people
of the world. The dispute, inn vs.
orchard, is about the delicacies from
the orchard offered to the visitors.
He planted an orchard to prepare
the most pleasurable experience for
the visitors. The one who said
terebinth is inn emphasized the
primacy of the kindness in inviting
visitors , caring for their basic needs.
The inn represents what the visitors
needed, not the attractive delicacies.

Rabbi Yochanan said that [offering
a] swallow, a drink of liquid [legima]

is great, for having not done it
resulted in distancing two families
from Israel [Amon and Moav], for
they did not proceed to offer you
bread and water [Bamidbar 23:5].
This same legima [offering a
lechayim] results in friendship and
bringing close someone distant
[Masechet Rei'im] [Sanhedrin 103b].
Because Yitro fed Moshe bread
[Sh'mot 2:21], Yitro's descendants
merited serving in the Sanhedrin, as
it is written ,"The children of Keni the
father-in-law of Moshe rose up from
the city of palm trees [Shoftim 1:16].
Rav Yehuda said in Rav's name that
had Yehonatan lent David two
loaves of bread, Nov the city of
kohanim would not have been
killed, Do'eg would not have been
troubled, and Shaul and his three
sons would not have been killed
[Shmuel Bet 20-23]. If one gives
food and drink to one in need, as
Yitro did for Moshe, this is a very
great thing. If a man provides from
his bread for another he is doing a
similar act to what Hashem does for
us all, as it is written, "He gives
bread for all flesh, for His kindness
endures forever" [T'hilim 136:25].

Column prepared by Dr. Moshe Kuhr
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Rabbi Kahana's articles www.nachmankahana.com

http://www.nachmankahana.com
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JERUSALEM GEOGRAPHY II
LAST LECTURE OF SERIES
I Feb 10 at 8:00pm
- Jan Smuts Street

NEW SERIES: Motza"Sh Feb 17 - March 17 • 8:00pm
The Whole Megila -  Preparing for Purim & Pesach

First lecture: February 17th
Concepts in Megilat Esther - Keys to Purim Preparation I

HaNassi Shul - 24 Ussishkin
25NIS , 20NIS  mem, 10NIS  students

The best trip of the year combining Gashmiyut and
Ruchniyut. Renovated rooms, outstanding food with the

highest Hashgacha in Israel, indoor pool, dry sauna.
Along with 7-8 lectures by Rabbi Wein, Shabbat followed

by Shavuot. Other outstanding Shiurim and  program
including Jewish films never before seen in Israel

Contact: nachum@jewishdestiny.com or 0584-18-36-54

Reprinted from

Rabbi Wein's
Weekly
Blog

One of the many diverse and
detailed subjects covered in this
week’s Torah reading is that of the
laws regarding lending money to a
fellow Jew. And though the
language of the verse is couched in a
conditional manner - “if” or “when”
you will lend money - the rabbis of
the Talmud interpreted this as an
imperative – a positive command-
ment requiring one to be open to
lend money to those who are in
need of temporary aid.

There are many laws, details and
technicalities attached to this com-
mandment and this short article is
not the place to address them. But
the overriding principle is clear.
Lending money to others and
helping them to extricate them-
selves from otherwise burdensome
circumstances is a positive com-
mandment of the Torah.

Though we all know and sense that
lending money to someone goes
against our emotional and rational
sense of being. It is much easier for a
person to donate money to another

human being or to a cause than to
lend that money. We are immedi-
ately beset by the problem that
perhaps the person will never wish
to or be able to repay that debt. If I
gave him the money and that is that
and I have erased the matter from
my mind and consciousness. How-
ever when I lend money, that alone
is omnipresent with me. The
borrower will avert my gaze when I
meet him on the street and the
lender will feel just as uncomfortable
as does the borrower. Lending
money to an individual always
causes an awkward interpersonal
relationship.

Perhaps this may be the very reason
why the Torah ordains a command-

mailto:nachum@jewishdestiny.com
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ment to lend money to another
individual. The Torah wishes to break
down our selfish instincts and self-
interest. Whether we wish to or not,
we become invested in the life and
activities of the one who borrowed
the money. We have reason to pray
for his success because only then will
he somehow be able to discharge his
obligation.

That is why the Torah states that the
poor man, the borrower, is “with
you”. The relationship of borrower
and lender is not merely a financial
arrangement but it is a deeply
personal one that has many ramifi-
cations. As King Solomon pointed
out, a borrower feels one’s self in
bondage to the lender.

This is a psychological truism that
also has practical halachic conse-
quences. But it is incumbent upon
the lender to mitigate such feelings
to the extent possible. The lender
cannot pursue repayment of his loan
in a manner that is too intense. And
this is especially true if the lender is
aware that the borrower really does
not have any extra funds with which
to currently repay the loan.

Yet, the Torah does provide strong
legal action on the part of the lender
to recover his loan. He justifies this
on the basis that if it becomes too
difficult to collect on a loan then
people will stop lending money and
that will make for a very selfish and
ultimately disastrous society. 
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Parsha Points to Ponder
Suggested answers

B The Ohr HaChayim answers
that one who murders is liable for
death by G-D, and even if the
courts don't catch him or prose-
cute him that person is still
condemned to die from Heaven.
Thus the Torah is saying that one
who is a MOT, a person already
liable for death from Heaven,
YUMAT - should be judged and
killed by the court.

C The Da'at Zekainim MiBaalei
HaTosfot teach that dogs were
responsible for protecting flocks
from attacking wolves. The Torah
commands that the meat be given
to the dogs to make sure that we
have gratitude to these dogs for
the job which they do, even in this
particular situation in which they
failed and the wolves got past
them.

D The Kli Yakar explains: this
teaches that each individual Jew
can only be blessed if the nation is
unified in its worship of G-D. Once
all the nation is doing so together
as implied by the use of the plural,
then each individual can be
blessed as seen by the shift to the
singular. 

mgpn dglvda
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OLD TALPIOT CLOSE TO BAKA Large 3 rooms,
72m, 1first floor, good shape, bright, good deal!
1,600,000NIS

BAKA - 4 rooms, ground floor, renovated, in process of
Tama 38, parking, 2,000,000NIS

ARNONA - Beautiful, 3 rooms, modern building,
Shabbat elevator, balcony with view, sunny, storage
room, parking, exclusive, 2,190,000NIS

HEART OF OLD KATAMON - 3 rooms + separate
unit, ground floor, acess without stairs, exit to garden,
renovated, great investment! Quiet, exclusive,
2,550,000NIS

RECHAVIA - 4 rooms, stone building, elevator, 
2 balconies, 4 directions, high ceilings, quiet, 
good deal! 2,850,000NIS

KIRYAT SHMUEL - 5 rooms, elevator, balcony with
view, 4 directions, parking, for renovation. 3,500,000NIS

TALBIEH WITH GARDEN - Ground floor of arabic
style house, 210m, private garden, 3 rooms + 150m
basement, high ceiling, great location, Unique!

Nachi Reality • 054-461-3943
• Under market in Rechavia!- 4 rooms, 100m 

in the Wolfson tower for only 2,790,000NIS.
Shabbat elevator, nice view

• Charming Garden apt in Baka! 90m, 4 room,
80m private garden. Beautifully renovated, quiet
street. Live in the city with a countryside vibe.
One of a kind. 3,290,000NIS

• GREAT DEAL - Katamon, Elazar HaModa'i
street, right off Emek, 4 room, 85m, stone
building, 1.5 floors up with mirpeset, parking. 
Only 2,440,000NIS

70 PERSPECTIVES
BUT ONLY ONE TORAH

by Dr. Meir Tamari  
"These are the mishpatim that you will
set before them; before them and not
before the nations of the world" (Rashi
Sh'mot). The Admor of Kotsk ques-
tioned this Rashi since all nations have
civil, commercial and criminal legal
systems. "However, only by us are they
avodat Hashem", he answered his own
question. That is why Mishpatim are
connected in the Torah to the building
of a mizbei'ach; both are Hashem's
commandments and both are expres-
sions of divine worship. Harav Hirsch
explains that is why mishpatim starts
with the rights of the most powerless
part of society.   
"Our judgments are not between the
thief and his victim but rather between
two righteous people who both have
legitimate but unequal claims" (Avnei
Nezer). There some who argue that
according to this, the criminal has no
rights. They would say that, unlike
many modern opinions, a just trial is
not a right of the wrongdoer but an
obligation of society to pursue justice.
This would seem to underlie the
opening of Mishpatim with the concept
of the eved ivri, who is not a slave in
our concept of the word but rather an
indentured servant who serves a
temporary sentence.  He is either a thief
who cannot pay the Torah's fine for
theft or a poor person who serves in
order to escape poverty; in both cases,
by selling his labor but never his body.
"This is one of the few instances of the

Torah's use of ivri rather than Yisrael.
Avraham is called ivri since he stood
on one side, mei-eiver, while the rest of
the world stood on the other. This thief
who followed a non-Abrahamic
life-style and returned across the river,
deserved to be an eved ivri" (Shem
MiShmuel).  
The six year limit of the eved ivri has
been incorporated into the halachic rule
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For Sale: Old Katamon
(cor. Kovshei Katamon & 29 b'November)

4 rooms, 92m, 2nd floor, central a/c,
underfloor heating, 2 porches (not sukkah),

elevator (needs to be connected),
big storage room with window, rennovated

7 years ago, airy, parking (based on
availability), asking 3,200.000NIS

For Sale: Bustan, Baka
1st floor, 4 rooms, 114m, 15m porch
(part for Sukkah), underfloor heating,
central a/c, 2 parking spots, Shabbat

elevator, storage. Asking 4,650,000NIS

Smadar                   xcnq
050-311-4040

Tel & fax: (02) 642-4329
email: smadi_bida@walla.co.il

forbidding longer periods of service
since Jews are servants only of Hashem
but never of anybody else. An eved ivri
who wishes to serve longer has to be
branded. Non-Jewish religious employ-
ers have expressed their admiration for
this solution to their problem of
employees who are so captured by
work that they never want to leave it
for personal, family or social activities.
At the same time, it would seem
opposed to one of the most sought after
aims of modern times, lifelong employ-
ment modelled on that of Japan Inc.

The eved ivri concept has been lauded
by many as a superior answer to our
prevailing system of imprisonment for
economic criminals. A purchaser of the
eved ivri has in addition, to provide for
his family thus preventing the social
breakdown which results from the
modern system and which often
perpetuates crime into the future
generations. Furthermore, the eved ivri
does not suffer the same sense of
hopelessness and depression as are
often in-calculated by the imprison-
ment system.

Basically, the social and spiritual
concepts of the eved ivri are reiterated
by the isur ribit and obligation of
making interest free loans in our
parsha. Rambam rules that they, as part
of a system of job creation or of
fostering entrepreneurship, are the
highest form of charity. They all break
the poverty cycle which ultimately
other forms of charity perpetuate. 

"One who says, 'what is yours is yours
and what is mine is yours', is a
righteous person" (Avot 5:10). He does

not deny the rights of private property
but rather cedes part of what is legally
and morally his own to furthering the
welfare of others. Harav Hirsch stresses
that all the forms of social assistance in
Judaism, basically come to limit the
private property rights of the individual
owner. They acknowledge that our
wealth is not exclusively our own but
are given to us by Hashem to also cater
to the needs of the poor, sick, elderly or
the strangers.

"For I know that Avraham will teach
his children and their generations to do
righteousness and Justice." This teach-
ing was not done merely through
scholarship and piety but also by
proactive means. Avraham chooses not
to live in S'dom, goes to war to save
Lot and opens his tent to all wayfarers.

mailto:smadi_bida@walla.co.il


Having a Brit?
KISEI SHEL ELIYAHU

Available to borrow
from the OU Israel Center

For details, call
Marion Silman 052-240-7078
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Apartment Management
also vacation rentals Since 1978

ITZHAK KOTLER
(02) 586-1554 052-286-3877

See us at www.jerusalem-management.com

Jonathan Rosenblum, DPM
• 050-595-5161

Pediatric and Geriatric Foot Care, Bunions,
Hammertoes, and Diabetic Wound Care

US Citizenship for your
Children and Grandchildren

Michele Coven Wolgel
Attorney and Notary

Specializing in American Immigration
and Naturalization Law for over 30 years

DUE TO PROCESSING DELAYS
EARLY FILING IS ESSENTIAL!

www.wolgelaw.com
www.facebook.com/uscitizenshipinfo

lawyer@wolgelaw.co.il
tel: (02) 590-3444

Member, AILA 
(American Immigration Lawyers Association)

Of Counsel to Bretz & Coven, LLP
www.bretzlaw.com

Ya'akov, a refugee and a stranger
rebukes the shepherds for their lazy
ways and goes to assist Rachel. The
very first act of Moshe, Moshe, prince
of Egypt, is smiting a taskmaster
beating a Jewish slave; "the sense of
Justice burnt in his soul (S'forno).
Moshe, later a fugitive wanted for
murder by Egypt, flees to their Midyan
allies and there immediately protects
shepherdesses against their oppressors.
It has often been remarked that in our
modern period their descendants have
been leaders and followers in all the
social reform movements, 
Parshat Mishpatim demonstrates again
the balance between ritual, spirituality,
and political, economic activity since it
covers social legislation, tort law, ritual
and the mo'adim in one parsha; Jewish
legislation. w

http://www.jerusalem-management.com
http://www.wolgelaw.com
http://www.facebook.com/uscitizenshipinfo
mailto:lawyer@wolgelaw.co.il
http://www.bretzlaw.com
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for Fertility and Gynecology
in Accordance with Halacha

The Puah Institute is based in Jerusalem and helps couples from all over the world who are experiencing fertility
problems. Puah offers free counseling in five languages, halachic supervision, and educational programs. Offices in
Jerusalem, New York, Los Angeles, Paris. Contact: (02) 651-5050 (Isr) • 718-336-0603 (US) • www.puahonline.org

Embryo Ownership - Conclusions
Last time we saw that the embryos do
not belong to either the father or the
mother and belong to both of them
together. If they are unable to agree
how to use them neither of them can
force the other to use them to have a
baby. 

However there are opinions that
disagree and cite sources that suggest
a different approach. Rachel said to
Yaakov "give me children or else I am
dead" (B'reishit 30:1) and Rashi deduces
from here that someone without
children is considered like a dead
person. The Maharal explains that
someone without children feels
disconnected from God and therefore
the obligation to have children is a
halachic and a moral one. A couple is
obligated to do whatever they can to
have children, and, indeed couples go
to great lengths to have children,
investing time, effort and a great deal
of emotional energy. The husband is
obligated to help his wife have
children and he can definitely not
prevent her from doing so.

But we could well argue that this is
only in the case of a married couple;
when dealing with someone who is
single the halacha is different. While
the person would very much like to
have children and has a halachic
obligation to do so, they are not able

to have children since this can be done
within the framework of marriage. 

Even though the couple created the
embryos when they were married with
the intention that they would be
implanted and potentially grow into
babies, they have subsequently
divorced. It is clear that the situation
has changed and the halacha would
seem to change accordingly. In the
same way that a single man has no
obligation to a single woman to have a
child with her, so does this couple
have no obligations to each other. As
such the embryos cannot be used by
one or the other and should be
destroyed. 

Another option would be for the
divorced couple to agree to sell them
to another couple who need a sperm
and egg donor. Even though embryos
in the body cannot be seen as an item
that can be bought and sold, outside
of the body the embryos can be
considered property that is jointly own
and can be sold. 

The sad and complex case of the
Nachmanis who argued about using
the frozen embryos has given rise to a
halachic debate and a legal discussion
as to how we look at embryos, owner-
ship and use. Technology has enabled
us to create and use embryos, but it is
the halacha that guides us to how and
when they can be used.  

Rabbi Gideon Weitzman

http://www.puahonline.org
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Mazal Tov to
Chana & Roy Karp and family

on the birth of a granddaughter

Mazal Tov to
Judy & Irwin Kotler and family
on the birth of a granddaughter

CHIZUK ! IDUD
Divrei Torah from the weekly sedra

with a focus on living in Eretz Yisrael -
Chizuk for Olim & Idud for not-yet-Olim  

Coming right after Matan Torah in Yitro,
this week's parsha, Mishpatim, takes us
through a list of many of the Taryag
(613) mitzvot. How many mitzvot are
actually mentioned? Acccording to Sefer
HaChinuch, 53 Mitzvot are enumerated
here, whereas other authorities may posit
different numbers. 

All mitzvot are by definition of equal
value - seeing as they emanate from the
one Divine source. Yet, some speak to us
as individuals while others proscribe our
behavior on the national level. 

This brings us to some of the mitzvot in
Parshat Mishpatim: "And a Stranger
shall you not wrong, neither shall you
oppress him for we were strangers in the
Land of Egypt" (Sh'mot 22:19).

The Gemara in Bava Metzia 59b relates
that in 36 places the Torah warns us
against oppressing the ger (proselyte).
The Torah is conveying a basic principle:
we must be exceedingly careful not to
afflict others in a weaker position than
our own, as we know only too well what
it means to be treated in such a manner.

The Torah's message is a communal one
which is very relevant today as we
witness the continued oppression of
powerless minorities by the all-powerful
state and its military in different

countries around the world such as
Myanmar and Rwanda. We are
commanded to steer away from such a
mentality and approach the minority with
compassion.

Ibn Ezra points out that just as the Ger,
stranger or more accurately, proselyte,
lacks power or influence so too the
Torah wishes to safeguard the widow
and orphan, as we read in the very next
pasuk: "You shall not afflict the widow
or the orphan. If you afflict them in any
way and they cry out, I will surely hear
their cry: My wrath shall be kindled and I
will kill you all by the sword" (22:20-21).

Here too is a communal warning
regarding the correct approach to the
weaker links in society. The Hebrew
wording of the verse jockeys back and
forth from the plural form to the singular
and back again: "You (plural) shall not
afflict the widow and the orphan. If you
(singular) afflict them in any way… you
(plural) shall be slain…". Ibn Ezra
explains that this jockeying hints to the
following point: 'After telling us "lo
Ta'anun" (plural) then the singular
follows to teach us that if one witnesses
an individual oppressing a widow or an
orphan (or anyone else for that matter),
without responding, then the witness is
as culpable as the perpetrator and
punishment is inflicted upon all.

In his "Halachic Man" Rav J.B.
Soloveitchik zt"l wrote as follows: "My
uncle, Reb Meir Berlin (Bar Ilan) told
me that once Rav Chaim of Brisk was
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l`kin ,dax dcez
Thank You, Micha'el
Спасибо, Миха'эил

ISRAEL CHAUFFEUR SERVICE
Nationwide up to 8-seater transport
24/6 • Good Rates & Excellent Care

Call Tuvia 058-630-2777

asked to define the main credo of a
Rabbi. Reb Chaim replied: "to redress the
grievances of those who are abandoned
and alone, to protect the dignity of the
poor, and to save the oppressed from the
hands of the oppressor". Rav Solovei-
tchik concludes: "The actualization of
the ideals of justice and righteousness is
the pillar of fire which Halachic Man
follows."

Ibn Ezra's statement of how one becomes
complicit to a crime by simply
witnessing a crime and standing idly by,
can be directed to the German citizens
during World War II who knew about the
death camps (how could they not know?)
and did nothing to help those oppressed.
(The German philosopher Karl Jaspers,
wrote a volume entitled "On the
Question of German Guilt" where he
acknowledges and discusses this point.)

Many in Israel today have accepted this
point and suggested that it obligates us to
assist the Sudanese and Eritreans that
have made their way here seeking
asylum. This is a sensitive question
where the hard facts are hard to
ascertain, and each side has raised certain
valid points (Rabbi Lau has pointed out,
that any overly simplified comparison to
WW2 is clearly out of place since we are
certainly not dealing with refugees being
carted to their death). 

The public debate surrounding such
matters of public policy is new in the
annals of modern Jewish history. For
generation upon generation we were the

oppressed, we were the powerless
minority begging for mercy. Only
recently have we entered into a position
where we need to grapple and come to
terms with the Halachic ramifications of
modern statehood. To try to ascertain the
Halachic requirement we have on a
national level today is not a simple task:
How can we be true to the Torah's
demands on us at the national level in the
twenty first century? - 

Come and join the discussion! 

Rabbi Yerachmiel Roness, Ramat Shiloh, Beit Shemesh



SHABBAT ZACHOR • Feb 23,24                  Pre-Purim 
Speakers:

Rabbi Hillel Novetsky
Rabbi Aaron Goldscheider • Rabbi Jeff Bienenfeld

Great way to get ready for Purim • Good food • Camaraderie
Shiurim • Divrei Torah • Tidbits • Trivia • Q&A session

275/325å per person • subsidies available for OU Israel Center members
To reserve your place, call Ita Rochel 560-9125

Please note: If we do not have sufficient registration by Monday, Feb 19
we will reluctantly have to cancel the Shabbaton
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Dr. Maurice E. Joseph Jewish Video Program
NO CHARGE • Check each day for start time and location

MON Feb 12th - 2:00pm • MAIN HALL • 1 hr
Rescue In Scandinavia - After Nazis occupied their countries,
thousands of Danes and Norwegians saved their Jews. Risked their
lives to smuggle Jews into unoccupied Sweden. This moving docu-
mentary tells that story and recounts the heroic actions of Count
Bernadotte and Raoul Wallenberg. Also describes how Finland
protected its Jews despite being allied with Germany

TUE Feb 13th - 2:00pm • MAIN HALL • 1¾ hrs
Flames of Revolt - The Story of the Irgun - Actions
which caused British to vacate Palestine, rescue of thousands of
Jews in immigration operations, execution of Irgun fighters,
bombing of King David Hotel, breakout from Acre Prison, Altalena
tragedy and more

WED Feb 14th - 12:45pm • Library • 70 minutes • subtitles
The First Israeli In Space - Documentary on 
Colonel Ilan Ramon, Israel's first astronaut
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SHIUR SPONSORS
Rabbi Breitowitz's Sunday shiur

sponsored by Mel David
in Gratitude to Hashem for the

many blessings he has been given

Rabbi Sprecher's shiur (Sun Feb 4)
sponsored by Gail & Norman Brainin

in honor of Rabbi Sprecher's birthday
AD 120 +

Rabbi Breitowitz's shiur (Tue Feb 6)
sponsored by Chana Poupko

in Loving Memory of her father
Dov Ber b. Simcha Daniel l"f

To sponsor a shiur,
call Chana (02) 560-9100  ext. 152

Monday, February 12th
8:00pm

Preparing for Freedom:
Rav Ahron Soloveichik's

lessons from
the Four Parshiyot

by

Dr. David Luchins

Gemach - Free Loan Society The Israel Center and the Old City Free Loan Association
providing interest-free loans for people in financial distress (living in the J'lem area).

Interviews at the Center • Bring ID • Tuesdays 10-12 and 19-20:15

Root & Branch Association Lectures at the OU Israel Center, Jerusalem

Thursday, February 15th • 7:30pm
Meet the Author - David Herman
The Secret World of Israel's Singing-Novelist
Program Chair: Dr. Les Glassman • MC: Mr. Lowell Joseph Gallin
Regular Israel Center Admission Fees • Info: 054-200-1268

Leil Rosh Chodesh Adar
Wednesday, February 14th @ 7:30pm

Off The Wall Comedy Presents:
David Kilimnick's

Stand-Up Comedy Show

Jewish Life: Nu! It's Funny
Laugh until you can't laugh anymore.
David approaches the issue of lemon

wafers he receives in his mishloach
manot, the funny side of our holidays,
traditions and life in Israel, as we share
laughs about the Jewish life we love.

You will walk away entertained,
enlightened or with David.

David was honored to be the first Israeli
to make it to the finals of the 'Funniest

Person in the World' Contest.

Entrance: 25nis mem OU Israel
30nis - students, soldiers & seniors

40nis - others at the OU Israel Center
Reservations: 050-875-5688
www.davidkilimnick.com

http://www.davidkilimnick.com


continued from page 16

[P> 24:1 (11)] The sedra concludes with
a description of Matan Torah, includ-
ing the famous NAASEH V'NISHMA
response of the People to the offer of a
Torah way of Life. Some of the things
described in this portion "confuse"
commentaries as to when they exactly
happened.

[S> 24:12 (7)] This final parsha of
Mishpatim seems to be the imme-
diate aftermath of Matan Torah -
really a continuation of it. G-d tells
Moshe that He will be giving him the
Luchot AND the Torah AND the
mitzvot. (If anyone you know thinks
that all G-d gave us at Sinai was the
"Big Ten", just show him the end of
Mishpatim.) After six days of "cloud-
cover", which prevented Moshe from

ascending Har Sinai, he is welcomed
on the 7th day. He remains on the
mountain for 40 days and 40 nights.

Maftir 2nd Torah
6 p'sukim - Sh'mot 30:11-16
Maftir for Parshat Sh'kalim deals with
the mitzva of Machatzit HaShekel, the
half silver-shekel that was collected
from every adult Jewish male each
year. If a woman wanted to give, it was
accepted. Not so with a non-Jew.

Although the ½-Shekel collection was
used for the census, its main purpose
was to provide funds (to which all Jews
contributed equally) for communal
offerings thoughout the year. All Jews -
rich or poor - have the same share in
the communal fund.
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To be specific: The first time the mitzva
of Machatzit HaShekel was performed,
the silver was used (mostly) for the
ADANIM, the foundation blocks of the
Mishkan. It is significant that specifically
the foundation came from equal
amounts given by all eligible people.
Different amounts - whatever one was
moved to and able to give, 'paid' for
everything else in the Mishkan. But the
foundation was equally shared. It is
further significant that the amount was
HALF of the silver shekel. HALF is not
whole, it is only part. And that implies a
communal endeavor rather than the
efforts of individuals. 

In future years, the proceeds of
Machatzit HaShekel went for many
communal needs in the Mikdash, and
that retains the message of "We are all
in this together - and equally." Plenty of
opportunities to be different from each
other. Not with Machatzit HaShekel.

Reading the maftir of Sh'kalim is a
ZEICHER, a remembrance of the mitzva,
past and future. So too, the practice of
giving half shekels (or half dollars,
Euros, etc.) on Taanit Esther or before
Megila reading. A commemorative of
the mitzva, but not (yet) the actual
mitzva - may we be privileged to fulfill
it in our time.

Haftara 17 p'sukim
Melachim Bet 12:1-17
(Sfaradim start 4 p'sukim earlier)

The regular haftara of Mishpatim is
pre-empted by the haftara for Sh'kalim.

Silver is a recurring theme in the
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Haftara for Sh'kalim. It was used for
repairs in the Beit HaMikdash and
symbolized the people's return to
G-d after severe straying.

This week's special haftara, whose
reading was established by Chazal to
reflect the theme of Shabbat
Sh'kalim, i.e. the half-shekel
donation incum- bent upon all of
Israel, is taken from Sefer Melachim
Bet and relates to us the
fund-raising campaign urged by King
Yeho'ash for the purpose of making
the necessary repairs in the Beit
HaMikdash. The story in and of itself is
interesting enough. Unfortun- ately,
few of us know the background
leading up to the King's decision to
undertake this massive project at this
specific time. But a look into the
earlier events depicted in Divrei
HaYamim Bet will give us a better
understanding of the royal decision
and a glimpse into the troubled history
of our nation.

Yeho'ash, a direct descendant of the
Davidic dynasty, was the sole survivor
of the royal family which had been
wiped out by his wicked grandmother,
herself a member of the royal family of
the Northern Kingdom, a daughter of
the infamous Izevel (Jezebel) and
Achav. This evil grandmother took over
the throne after her son Achazyahu
had been killed and, in order to retain
her power, she killed every one of her
grandsons so that none of these
rightful heirs could challenge her
position. Yeho'ash, then only one year
old, was rescued by his aunt,

Yehosheva, the wife of the Kohen
Gadol, Yehoyada. Yeho'ash is hidden in
the Kod'shei Kodoshim (!) for six years
until the people, led by Yehoyada,
remove the wicked queen and place
the seven year old legitimate heir upon
the throne.

But while Atalya was queen the
treasures of the Beit HaMikdash were
plundered and used for idolatrous
purposes. In addition, the Radak
comments, breaches were made in the
walls of the Beit HaMikdash in order to
steal its treasures. With this
background, we better understand the
need for King Yeho'ash, under the
influence of the righteous Yehoyada,
to repair the Beit HaMikdash. We can
also understand the reason why there
needed to be a national campaign to
urge the masses to make both
voluntary contributions as well as the
required half-shekel donation. After
all, for six years the donated funds had
been stolen and misused so it is no
wonder that the people were reluctant
to give.



OU Israel, POB 37015
Yerushalayim 9137001

Donations made to OU Israel
are tax deductible

Enclosed check made out to "OU Israel" for the value of $ / NIS ____________________

NCSY's  Honor Society
Annual Israel Dessert Reception

at the OU Israel Center
SUN, Feb 18th • 8:00pm

Honoring our 2018 Israel Awardees

Dvorah & Ben Gasner
140å per person

For information, reservations
and/or to place an ad in the

Reception Journal
Call Ita Rochel (02) 560-9125

Reservation deadline for the
reception: Monday, February 12th

Please submit ads by Mon, Feb 12th
by hand at the Israel Center

by email to irussek@ouisrael.org
fax: (02) 561-7432 • or call as above

Shabbat Sh'ekalim, therefore, not only
reminds us through the special Torah
reading of the importance of setting
aside and giving tzdaka. Additionally,
we must learn through the special
haftara and its background, that care
must be taken never to misuse
charitable funds, thereby assuring the
fulfillment of the phrase (Bamidbar
32:22) "Vih-yitem n'kiyim meiHashem
umiYisrael", to be regarded as 'clean'
and innocent in the eyes of Hashem
and of Israel.

mailto:irussek@ouisrael.org
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Upper-left: scales represent Justice. In this
case, MISHPATIM. In addition to the broad
idea of justice, see what else can be found
in the sedra (by yourself, your grand/
children, Shabbat guests...) for which the
scales of justice would be an appropriate
representation K Fist is referred to as one
of the weapons that can injure or kill K An
eye for an eye, literally, an eye UNDER
(TACHAT) an eye, is depicted here as
money under an eye, according to our Oral
law and Tradition. The GR"A made an
interesting observation: The letters that
follow each letter of the word AYIN in the

Alef-Bet are PEI under - after - AYIN. KAF
under YUD and SAMACH under NUN.
These three letters rearrange to spell
KESEF K Bull and fire are two potential
causes of damages - one of the many key
topics of the sedra. We have the bull with
horns, the tooth, the feet of the bull, the
fire, and the pit (peach) representing the
hole-in-the-ground meaning of the word
K The sneaking thief was caught in the
cellar K Guard at his post represents the
whole topic of the FOUR SHOMRIM K The
hands pulling the money out of the wallet
are about to lend money at 0% interest K
Or, perhaps, they are about to offer a
bribe. Which will blind the judge receiving
it... K as in the image of the blindfolded
head K The Three Regalim, Pesach,
Shavuot, and Sukkot, are pictorially
represented K The witch on the broom-
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stick stands for the 3-word pasuk which
requires Sanhedrin to rid society of
witches (just a representation - there are
many differences between the broom-
flying image of a witch from fiction and
what the Torah means by KISHUF and
M'CHASHEIFA) K Har Sinai pix for Shavuot
also corresponds to the end of Mishpatim
K The quill and scroll is for Moshe writing
down "all of G-d's words" K milk & meat
for LO T'VASHEIL G'DI... K TZIR'A (wasp)
that G-d will send into the Land to help
slowly drive out some of the nations there
K Cloud is covering Har Sinai (end of the
sedra) K Tooth is referred to in the mitzvot
related to injuring an EVED K'NAANI and
being required to free him. It is also one of
the forms of damages. Also, there is a
tooth for a tooth K Knitting reminds us of
the prohibitions of Shabbat, as com-
manded with a positive mitzva in
Mishpatim K Happy dog, to receive our
TREIF meat, as stated in Sh'mot 22:30 K
Mortar & pestle is for V'RAPO Y'RAPEI K
Tzedaka box - but highest form of Tzedaka
is lending those in need of financial
assistance - as commanded in the sedra K
Otzar HaAretz logo is for the mitzva to
observe Sh'mita K Overloaded donkey
which we are commanded to help unload
K Cluster of grapes represents the mitzva
of Bikurim K Below the grapes are three
items that go together: G-d says that He
will give Moshe the tablets of stone AND
the Torah AND the mitzvot... (represented
by a sefer) K Upper-right: ADD R (ADAR)
whose Rosh Chodesh we announce this
week K the infinity symbol for VAAVADO
L'OLAM (which is not really forever, just
until Yovel - referring to the Eved Ivri who
chooses to remain with this master
beyond the regular 6 year limit) K Old half
shekel coin K Lyre & Lion: backs of ½ Sh.
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